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SWEET FREEDOM

Freedom is an adorable, ten-year-old
beagle mix. Her beginning is a sad
tale. This sweet girl was found living
in a 4' x 4' crate, where she was
forced to live with the skeletal
remains of her mother. Her only
purpose at that time was to bark at
intruders. She had no training, no
affection and no freedom. In 2012,
when she was about a year and a
half old, she was rescued from
captivity and brought to Winslow
Farm. She joined Pandy and Wizard,
the sanctuary’s two other dog
residents at that time.

When Freedom arrived, she was so
excited to be free! She ran around in
circles just for the sheer joy of it.
Denied any contact of any kind in her early life, she would often sit on Wizard just
to be as close to him as possible. Freedom did not know what dog food was
because apparently, she had only been fed table scraps. She enjoyed chasing
the cats and the ducks, so she had to be taught about acceptable behavior with
the other animals. Freedom was very excitable, but very intelligent, so she
learned quickly, sometimes with a hard lesson of a cat swipe or two. Eventually,
Freedom learned to live in harmony with all the animals.

Today, Freedom suffers from seizures, for which she receives veterinary care,
and has undergone some hearing loss over the years. She is a great
ambassador for the farm and loves to greet visitors. She likes to follow Debra
White all around the farm while she works. Since Pandy and Wizard have since
passed, Freedom remains by Debra's side as her constant and faithful
companion and doesn't let Debra out of her sight for too long.

Freedom with her best buddy, Debra White.

Freedom loves being outdoors at Winslow Farm.

Winslow Adds Security System

Winslow Farm recently installed a new security system
throughout the sanctuary. Since the awful theft of our little goat,
Blossom, it was necessary to install a system to prevent any
such event in the future.

Sadly, our little Blossom has still never been returned. We
hope that whoever stole her will one day find it in their heart to
bring her back home where she is missed so much.

DONATE

WINSLOW FARM ANIMAL SANCTUARY
37 Eddy Street, Norton, MA
Open Friday & Saturday
Noon to 3:30 pm
Entrance Donation:
Adults (12 & up) $20.00
Ages 2-11 $10.00

We ask that you abide by all CDC Covid safety precautions,
including social distancing, wearing masks and using hand sanitizer.
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